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AROOSTOOK COUNTY, ME - Regular readers of Citizen Reporter are aware that Congress started abolishing Constitutional money (gold and silver coin) in 1913 and replaced it with a debt-based fiat currency issued by a private bank known as the Federal Reserve. For the past 89 years we have pledged our entire country to that private central bank for the money it loan to us for use in our economy.

In October of 1998 a group of concerned citizens banded together to form the National Organization to Repeal the Federal Reserve Act (NORFED). Based in Evansville, Indiana, NORFED issues 100% "gold and silver-backed Liberty dollars as outlined in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 5 and Section 10, Clause 1 of the US Constitution.

Trading on par with the current Federal Reserve's Dollar, the NORFED Dollar's only difference is that its value is based on a unit weight of silver which is earned into existence, where a Federal Reserve Note is based upon somebody else's debt, or promise to repay, and is borrowed into existence.

NORFED dollars can be traded as regular money or redeemed for silver or Federal Reserve Notes from authorized Redemption Centers.

The patriotic Aroostook County businesses partial their who accept NORFED either payment or payment in full products/services are:

HOULTON
Nature's Pantry  Broadway, Inc
John's Audio  Weston's Mobil
York's Bookstore  Mitchell's Auto
Bruce Worman Logging  Elm Tree Diner Main
Beals Aircraft Svc.  Main Street Fitness
Richard Gogan Const.  DBJ McGuire

Blaine: Scovil.Inc.
Bridgewater: Gold Masters, Northern Maine, Icelandics, Bridgewater Inn
Mars Hill: Bill's Auto Body
Monticello: Clifford Duff & Daughters; Designs by the Stitch
Smyrna: Bartman's Towing & Upholstery
Island Falls: Jerry’s Food Store
Washburn: Langille Construction
Presque Isle: DRD Sound/Lighting
Easton: Alpine Air Filter Systems

NORFED dollars can be redeepeed for silver or Federal Reserve Notes at:
Houlton: Nature’s Pantry
Presque Isle: Larry McIntire

More information on NORFED can be found at www.norfed.org or call toll free at 888-421-6181.
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